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Directors’ Notes
After seeing the MTC version of
the original West End production
I thought “I must see that again”
and “I wonder if we could do it at
Warrandyte.” I have seen it again
– at the Criterion in London and
also at the Monash University
Students’ Theatre – MUST. The
MTC and West End productions
are/were fabulous productions
combining brilliant techniques
and staging but I take my hat
off to and acknowledge MUST
for giving me the confidence to
understand that we could indeed
rise to the occasion and perform
it here.
Each of the productions have assisted us but none more so than
the students’ which demonstrated, that which can be achieved
with limited resources is no less
entertaining than a full scale
professional show.
This play, best described as
“orchestrated improvisation” is as
faithful a representation of the
classic 1935 Hitchcock as can be
achieved with 5 actors on a single
raised stage.
The 39 Steps is about an ordinary
individual confronted with an
extraordinary responsibility. As
I began to realise just what a
demanding play this was, that is
exactly how I felt. I’d be surprised
if a similar thought did not occur
to our actors as well. Hannay,
however, had to do it on his
own; we have had each other. I,
for one, could not have reached
our destination without our

My thanks to all those involved,
co-director Alan and producer
Daryll of course, Ruth and team
backstage who are essential to
maintain the flow of action on
stage without breaks. Thanks to
Bill and Ken for their flexibility
and hard work in accepting each
set building challenge that we
threw at them, Jock for picking
up the design baton and creating
ideas, images and puppets for us
to work with. To Ian and David for
the lighting and sound design respectively and Tony and David for
light and sound operation. This
is a very technical show and they
are really our 6th and 7th players.
Thanks also to those involved
in the early reads of the play –
an activity to set the creative
juices flowing and get the ball
rolling. Lastly a huge thankyou
to our 5 wonderful actors whose
patience, dexterity and teamwork are critical to a show of this
complexity.

Adrian Rice

exceptional cast, our wonderful
offstage crew and my passionate
co-Director, Adrian. Together
we have produced a show we’re
immensely proud of, one which
I sincerely hope surprises and
delights you from the opening
scene.
Thankoo.

Alan Cornell
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Cast

Michael
Fenemore Cocks
David Tynan

Simone Kiefer

Deborah Silva

I first saw this play done by
MTC in 2008, and marveled at how little you could
spend on set and props
and still create a brilliant
live theatre experience. It
had great writing, inventive
staging, and the actors all
had great comic timing. The
clowns really shone, and I
have been hoping I might
get to have a crack at such a
role. This is the hardest play
I have done - usually one
role is a stretch for me, but
a dozen - wow! Anyway, as
a natural fool myself I have
found great enjoyment in
discovering each character,
and doing my best to find
their distinctive traits - its
been a pretty mellow-drama
for me (boom-tish!). Thank
you to the directors for their
patience and guidance in
preparation for the show.

Multiple roles, accents, costume changes and physical
feats are just the half of it
– this was my most challenging role to date. I now consider being a vulture, monkey or mayfly to be just a
walk in the park. It has been
a treat to work opposite my
sweetheart as a clown buddy – it helped us learn lines
and develop the characterisations as well! Thank you
also to our lovely fellow cast
members Michael, Felicity
& Deb – we had a lot of fun
in rehearsal – despite how
hard we all worked. This play
is highly technical, and the
skill and commitment of
the off-stage crew from the
start of rehearsals has been
exceptional. Finally, heartfelt
thanks to Alan and Adrian
for allowing me to be part
of this ripping yarn, and to
provide an opportunity for
me to wear a moustache
again.

Deborah has been popping
up in Warrandyte Theatre
Productions over the last ten
years in various acting roles
as well as helping out with
photography and choreography. She loves being part
of this welcoming troupe
and has enjoyed participating in a number of Follies,
pantomimes and One Act
Plays. Her favourites so far
were Clutterbuck Farm and
Avatar. She says each production has been a wonderful experience for which she
is always grateful and simply
loves to be part of this great
community theatre where
anyone can jump in and join
cast and crew on a delightful
ride of drama and fun.
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Michael Fenemore has
appeared in several short
films including ‘Men of the
Earth’ directed by Andrew
Cavanagh which is presently
circulating international
festivals and ‘Trepidation’
for Lady Scopio Productions
currently being screened
on UK and NZ TV. Michael
most recently appeared as
Larry in Patrick Marber’s
‘Closer’ (Theatre Works), as
Slim in Avid’s production
of ‘Cowboy Mouth’ written
by Sam Shepard and Patti
Smith (Chapel Off Chapel),
as Michael Valon in ‘God of
Carnage’ and Heathcliff in
‘Wuthering Heights’ for the
Mount View Players. He also
won ‘Actor with the Most
Potential’ award at 2010 Her
Majesty’s Theatre Ballarat
One Act Play Festival.
Michael is a graduate of
NIDA’s 2010 Summer open
program and has studied at
the Film Space with Aleksi
Vellis. He will shortly be
seen as Bud Elliot in the
independent feature film
‘Model Behaviour’ screening
in 2013.

Felicity Emselle

Acknowledgements

After a little more than a
year living among the treetops, Felicity is proud to call
herself a local Warrandytian.
She has been involved in
musical theatre and choral
singing for many years and
loves the sense of community that being a part of
local theatre engenders. Her
first foray into the Warrandyte Theatre Company was
Fantasy Follies. She has
enjoyed the challenge of a
very different experience
being part of the team that
has re-created 39 Steps of
slap-stick, melodramatic fun!
As preparation for Annabella
and Pamela, two sides of the
‘love interest’ coin, Felicity
would like to acknowledge
the many hours spent studying Dr Who companions and
pouring over Agatha Christie
mysteries (and, shameful
truth be known, rooting for
plucky young Enid Blyton
heroines). When not at the
Mechanics Hall, Felicity can
be found directing the theatre of a Prep classroom.

The original London
production directed by
Maria Aitken designed by
Peter McKintosh, lighting
designed by Ian Scott, sound
designed by Mic Pool and
movement directed by Toby
Sedgwick opened at the
Tricycle Theatre in Kilburn in
August 2006 and transferred
to the Criterion Theatre in
the West End on 14th September 2006. The original
production was produced
by Fiona Buffini.
This production is licensed
and the films distributed by
ITV Global Entertainment
Ltd.
By arrangement with Edward Snape for Fiery Angel
Limited.
John Buchan and Alfred
Hitchcock’s
The 39 STEPS
Adapted by Patrick Barlow
From an original concept by
Simon Corble and Nobby
Dimon.
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Casting
Richard Hannay___________________________________________ Michael Fenemore Cocks

Buildings_______________________ Deborah Silva, Felicity Emselle, Kitty Laurie, Chris Martin

Anabella Schmidt, Pamela___________________________________________ Felicity Emselle

Puppeteers__________________________________ Deborah Silva, Jen Aitchison, Kitty Laurie

Milkman, Charlady, Margaret, Inspector Albright__________________________ Deborah Silva
Clowns 1 & 2____________________________________________ Simone Kiefer, David Tynan

Off-stage

Daryll Mitchell

Ruth Richter

David Rackham Tony Clayton

Jen Aitchison

Chris Martin

Dan RichterMartin

Kitty Laurie

Sam Aitchison

Lou Phelan

Crew
Producer__________________________________________________________Daryll Mitchell

Costumes________________________________ Lou Phelan, Cath Vogelesang, Monica Frahm

Stage Manager______________________________________________________ Ruth Richter

Props____________________________________________________ Lou Phelan, Ruth Richter

Backstage____________________Chris Martin, Kitty Laurie, Jen Aitchison, Dan Richter-Martin

Set Design and Props________________________________________________Jock Macneish

Sound Design/Operation____________________________________________David Rackham

Set Construction____________________________________________ Ken Virtue, Bill Connolly

Lighting Design________________________________________________________ Ian Craig

Buildings_________________________________________________ Jan Cornell, Alan Cornell

Lighting Operator____________________________________________________ Tony Clayton

Production Photography_____________________________________________ Deborah Silva

Spot Operator______________________________________________________ Sam Aitchison

Program___________________________________________________________ Robert Black
Front of House________________________________________________________ Hazel Rice
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President’s bit
The Warrandyte Theatre Company is a
Community Theatre Company in actuality
and is represented by active members of the
local community, and supported by many,
who are not located here in this great part of
the world. We are also proud to be fostering
young talent in the Youth Theatre, having
finished it’s second season.
We are funded by our efforts and those of
our sponsors, of whom we are eternally
grateful. We work towards giving you all the
very best of local Theatre, and strive to be
as professional as possible as a volunteer
organisation. This year we have a larger committee with many of our new additions find-

Thanks
ing their first stage feet in the annual Follies,
as for many of us. I have been welcomed
here with open arms, guided by longer
standing members and past Presidents and
we are moving forward.
We are aiming to expand the cababilites of
the WTC to format the Calandar of Events
ahead of time and to increase our social
network and web presence. All of this will
take time and effort, although with your
cheer, and great support, I am sure we will
get there just fine.

Special thanks to Chris’ Curios for loan of various props, Eltham Little Theatre for the loan of
street lamp, Bruce Jackson (Goldreverre) for Edinburgh sign, Nieta Manser for loan of smoke
machine.
This production is the first to benefit from new curtaining at the rear of the stage made
possible by a grant from Manningham Council, and a new follow spot thanks to a grant from
the Warrandyte Community Bank. We thank them both most sincerely for their generous
support.

Daryll Mitchell
President

We Want You
Interested in joining the Theatre Company?
The Warrandyte Theatre Company relies on
the volunteer efforts of its long standing
and new members. A great way to unleash
your inner talent or to find your feet as a
writer, producer, director or set designer.
WTC is committed to four productions a
year, including The Follies, the Youth Theatre,
the One Act Plays and the Spring/Summer
production.

We are looking for new members to assist in
all roles frombeing on stage, to back stage,
front of house, sound and lighting.
There are many roles to fill in running any
production and the community has supported the Warrandyte Theatre Company for
many years now, and with your continued
support, for many more to come.
Enquiries: Daryll Mitchell (President)
0423 088 217

WMI&AA
The Warrandyte Theatre Company is just one
arm of the WMI&AA whose other pursuits
include pottery, painting, and craft.
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New members are always welcome, so
please make your interest known.

Coming Soon…
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CHRIS
CHRIS’CURIOS,
CURIOS, 142
142 Yarra
Yarra Street,
Street, Warrandyte
Warrandyte 9844
9844 1133
1133
Antiques,
Antiques, Collectables,
Collectables, Vintage,
Vintage, Memorabilia,
Memorabilia, Liquidation
Liquidation Stock,
Stock, Insurance
Insurance Losses,
Losses, We
We buy
buy and
and sell
sell

